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1. JODI-OIl UpDATE

During the first half of 2013, the ieF’s focus on JoDi-oil to a large extent targeted two key stakeholder 

segments: data users and data providers (specifically those in latin america). The ieF endeavoured to 

better understand who uses JoDi-oil data and how, to ensure that related resources were allocated in 

line with market needs. accordingly, the ieF launched its Fourth JoDi-oil user survey, which gathered 

feedback from 95 respondents representing 43 countries and economies. regarding the focus on 

data providers, the ieF strengthened engagement with statisticians through a joint workshop organised 

with the latin american energy organization (olade). given the complexity of the JoDi data supply 

chain, which involves the monthly coordination of hundreds of actors worldwide, face-to-face contact 

to solidify working relationships and to efficiently clarify doubts concerning data quality are of paramount 

importance.

Though JoDi-oil has been operational for over a decade, it would be a mistake to assume that the 

initiative is self-sustaining or on “auto-pilot”. To underscore this point, sustainability of participation and 

timeliness measures from the July-December 2012 JoDi-oil participation assessment declined slightly 

from 84 to 82 countries/economies and from 64 to 61 countries/economies, respectively, versus the 

prior assessment. These numbers speak to the need for all involved stakeholders to redouble their 

commitment to JoDi-oil, and more broadly to data transparency.

1.1 Understanding Market Needs: The Fourth JODI-Oil User Survey

The ieF secretariat assumed the responsibility of JoDi coordinator in January 2005, following an 

endorsement by ministers. in line with this role, the ieF has to date conducted four JoDi-oil user 

surveys, designed to periodically gather comprehensive feedback from market actors and to help 

ensure that the ieF’s strategic vision for JoDi is aligned with user needs and opinions.

The table below highlights key topics addressed in the Fourth JoDi-oil user survey, along with related 

findings and observations. results from the latest survey, which was conducted from 23 march through 

22 June, were in some cases analysed against results from the Third JoDi-oil user survey (conducted 

in september 2011). 

Question / Topic Fourth JODI-Oil Survey Findings Observations

JODI User Profile Nearly 70% of JODI users come from the energy 

industry, finance or consulting.

Expected outcome, and consistent with 

anecdotal user feedback.

JODI Awareness 48% of respondents said they had known about the 

JODI data base for less than one year, with media, word 

of mouth and the JODI website cited as how users first 

heard about JODI. In the September 2011 survey, 44% 

of respondents noted that they had been aware of JODI-

Oil for less than one year.

The rise in awareness in both this survey 

and the prior one imply that JODI’s 

profile is growing, but more could be 

done if nearly half of respondents in both 

surveys had only known about JODI for 

less than one year.

Most referenced data by 

product and flow

Crude oil is the most frequently accessed product 

featured in the JODI-Oil database, and demand, 

production and stocks are the most used flows.

Expected outcome, and consistent with 

anecdotal user feedback.
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Accessing JODI Over 50% of users access the JODI-Oil database at 

least once a month, though just 31% access it as soon 

as it is updated.

The finding that only 31% of users 

access JODI-Oil as soon as it is updated 

is a function of the time it takes for JODI-

Oil to be published, which is on average 

45-50 days after the end of the reference 

month.

Use of JODI-Oil Data 84% of respondents noted that they use JODI data to 

conduct analysis or research, with 52% using JODI-Oil 

data to compare against other data sources and 32% 

using JODI-Oil data to fill gaps or missing data.

As no database is perfect or complete, 

it comes as little surprise that analysts 

compare JODI data against other 

sources.

Preferred Data by Region 60% of users said they most frequently reference JODI 

data from OPEC countries and from non-OECD, non-

OPEC countries.

The fact that JODI features data for some 

countries and economies that are tough 

to find elsewhere (non-OECD, non-OPEC) 

implies a need to ensure that those data 

are as comprehensive and accurate as 

possible.

Rating JODI-Oil Compared to the Third JODI-Oil User Survey, most 

respondents rated JODI roughly the same in terms 

of Timeliness and Coverage. On Completeness and 

Accuracy, the middle ranking of “fair” shrank versus the 

last survey, with more respondents labelling JODI-Oil as 

either good or poor in these two categories.

The need to maintain a focus on 

completeness and accuracy is reinforced 

by the greater poor ratings seen in both 

categories. 

1.2 IEF-Olade Workshop: Face-to-Face Engagement among JODI partners 
and Statisticians to Help Ensure Smooth Coordination

at the beginning of 2013, the ieF’s JoDi team analysed JoDi submissions on a regional basis and 

identified an opportunity to deepen ties with both olade and statisticians in its member countries, 

with the objective of ensuring the on-going submission of reliable JoDi data. recognising the value 

of face-to-face interaction between the JoDi partners and statisticians from national administrations, 

the ieF and olade set out to organise a joint workshop to strengthen the working relationship and to 

promote better understanding of the JoDi data reporting practices among olade member countries. 

after months of planning and logistics coordination, the workshop took place from 29 april through 1 

may in Quito, and benefitted from the participation of senior statisticians from the international energy 

agency (iea). 

The first day involved a lengthy meeting of professionals from the iea, ieF and olade, in which olade 

explained in great detail the specifics of its data collection techniques, submission cataloguing 

methods and internal checks performed. one key outcome of this day’s meeting was an agreement 

to comprehensively assess the compatibility between olade’s monthly hydrocarbon data questionnaire 

and the JoDi-oil and JoDi-gas questionnaires.
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The broader workshop began on 30 april, wherein representatives from 22 olade member countries 

gathered to discuss data quality and reporting methods. 

The following Olade countries were represented:

argentina 
barbados 
brazil 
colombia 

costa rica 
cuba 
Dominican 
republic 

ecuador 
el salvador 
grenada 
guatemala 

haiti 
honduras 
Jamaica 
mexico 

nicaragua 
panama 
paraguay 
peru 

suriname 
Trinidad and 
Tobago 
uruguay

 

olade professionals provided a briefing on their JoDi data collection mechanism and clarified their 

approach towards JoDi data quality assessments. During the afternoon, the ieF presented slides 

featuring selected data points from each country’s JoDi data, and the country representatives discussed, 

one by one, their data reporting practices and clarified pending questions. These informal yet direct 

discussions play a fundamental part in addressing gaps in the JoDi database, as at times it can be 

difficult to resolve matters by phone or e-mail. in the spirit of JoDi, only the national administrations that 

submitted the data are permitted to update their data submissions. 

on the second day, the ieF spoke about the importance of JoDi data to market actors and analysts, 

using examples of how JoDi data are featured in investment bank reports and how JoDi data are 

cited by news services such as bloomberg. prior to concluding the proceedings, all olade country 

representatives engaged in an impromptu brainstorming exercise to identify practical steps they could 

take to improve the quality and reporting of their JoDi data (see photo below). Virtually all country 

participants jointly pledged in writing to follow up on numerous points related to their data submissions 

and data transparency overall (see page 14).
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Concrete Outcomes of the Quito Workshop To Date

in addition to the unexpected and inspiring “commitment pledge” signed by numerous olade member 

country statisticians, other concrete outcomes of the ieF-olade workshop logged to date include the 

following:

•	 argentina started submitting JoDi-gas data

•	 nicaragua resumed its submission of JoDi-oil data

•	 suriname submitted JoDi-oil data for the first time ever, and started submitting JoDi-gas data

 

This workshop would not have been possible without funding from the government of Japan, whose 

extraordinary financial contributions to support JoDi have provided invaluable support towards 

capacity building. moreover, the JoDi partners can all attest to the fact that the submission of data 

from their member countries tends to improve after workshops and face-to-face meetings. as JoDi is 

a constant work in progress, sustaining these in person interactions is tantamount to sustaining JoDi 

and greater financial support would undoubtedly strengthen the initiative.

 
2. JODI-GAS UpDATE

over the last 14 months, the ieF, shoulder to shoulder with the other JoDi partners, has reinvigorated 

JoDi-gas and instilled the initiative with new momentum. at the second gas Data Transparency 

conference (may 2012, Doha), the JoDi partners found consensus in seeking the conversion of JoDi-

gas from an exercise (which began in october 2009) to a permanent reporting initiative. by october 

2012, the JoDi partners had received approval from their respective executives and boards. as of the 

following month, there were 52 countries and economies submitting gas data, representing around 

2/3 of global gas supply and demand. The ieF launched a beta version of JoDi-gas on 16 January 

2013, which was expected to pique interest and attract more countries and economies to participate 

in the initiative. This expectation proved correct, as by June 2013 71 countries were participating in 

JoDi-gas, representing around 80% of global gas supply and demand. The ieF continues its efforts to 

expand participation in JoDi-gas, and in that regard it has been in close contact with the gas exporting 

countries Forum (gecF). 

JoDi-related contributions from Japan to the ieF have helped make many of the below JoDi trainings and workshops possible. 

22
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11

6

14

24

41

27

12

37

37

35

33

Quito  |  may 2013

rabat  |  october 2012

bogota  |  July 2010

ankara  |  november 2009

bangkok  |  september 2008

algiers  |  october 2007

Johannesburg  |  January 2007

caracas  |  august 2006

countries / economies represented number of statistitions present
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amidst that backdrop, the ieF organised the Third gas Data Transparency conference, which was 

graciously hosted by the government of indonesia in bali from 4-5 June 2013. The primary objective 

of the conference was to clearly define the remaining tasks and milestones prior to the public launch of 

JoDi-gas. among others, these milestones include conducting a quality assessment of JoDi-gas data, 

which will be carried out by the JoDi partners, and finalising the JoDi-gas manual (the united nations 

statistics Division is leading the process). Further underscoring the growing momentum, at the time of 

writing morocco and singapore had just confirmed their participation in JoDi-gas.

2.1 GECF-IEF Workshop on Gas Data and Cooperation

on 2 april 2013, the ieF’s JoDi team travelled to nearby Doha for a workshop with the gecF, 

wherein professionals from both international organisations discussed avenues for future cooperation. 

conversations focused on technical topics, including the submission of gas data and interest in 

ensuring that the gas data definitions used by the gecF and featured in the JoDi-gas manual are 

aligned and harmonised. in addition to the technical meeting, the ieF team had the chance to chat with 

gecF secretary general leonid bokhanovskiy to discuss the shared interest in deepening the working 

relationship.

building on the theme of strengthening ties noted above, and especially of promoting greater country 

participation in JoDi, ieF secretary general aldo Flores delivered remarks at the 1 July 2013 gecF 

summit in moscow, which was chaired by president Vladimir putin of the russian Federation (see 

photo below). During this meeting secretary general Flores encouraged all gecF members to support 

JoDi while recognizing those that are already doing so. as he emphasising “better information helps to 

mitigate price volatility; it helps in the planning and execution of investments and it contributes to the 

promotion of global energy security.” The ieF very much looks forward to maintaining its dialogue with 

the gecF, and likewise towards further cooperation on the data sharing front.
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2.2 Third Gas Data Transparency Conference

as noted above, the ieF’s main objective in organising the Third gas Data Transparency conference 

was to clearly define the remaining tasks prior to launching JoDi-gas. in the lead up towards that goal, 

the agenda and flow of the Third gas Data Transparency conference were structured as follows:

session one began with a summary of the key insights from the second gas Data Transparency 

conference, and covered how gas markets have evolved in the last 12 months. The conversations 

in session one were intended to help participants clearly see the link between the second and Third 

conferences, and to help all delegates understand how JoDi-gas data can benefit market actors and 

improve transparency. 

session Two featured presentations by various JoDi partners, in which they provided updates on the 

JoDi-gas data that their respective member countries have been reporting, and shared findings and 

feedback obtained since the beta launch of the JoDi-gas database in January.

session Three was designed to highlight selected challenges that some countries have faced in 

collecting monthly gas data, and to showcase how they overcame those obstacles—with the hope that 

other nations and economies might gather relevant insights from the case studies presented. seven 

experts hailing from five continents shared their experiences, and focused on how they have approached 

gathering JoDi-gas data.

session Four involved a detailed, technical discussion of selected aspects of the JoDi-gas manual, a 

vital component of the initiative, as statisticians must understand how to collect the data correctly. 

During session Five, representatives from the JoDi partners identified the remaining milestones on the 

road towards launching JoDi-gas, and pledged to tackle them to facilitate the opening of the database 

as soon as feasible. The remaining tasks and milestones prior to launching JoDi-gas are listed below:

•	 JoDi partners to conduct a data quality assessment and assign colour codes to JoDi-gas data

•	 Finalise the JoDi-gas manual

•	 Keep key stakeholders engaged to help ensure sustained political support for JoDi-gas

•	 continue outreach to countries and economies to improve participation in JoDi-gas

•	 Design a JoDi-gas training and capacity-building strategic plan (JoDi-oil and JoDi-gas training sessions 
will be held jointly)

•	 launch a JoDi-gas website with information and resources to support data providers and users

•	 identify the right venue/setting to launch JoDi-gas to obtain maximum visibility for the initiative
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3. JODI-RElATED G20 ENGAGEMENT AND OUTREACH

3.1 G20 Energy Sustainability Working Group (ESWG) 
Face-to-Face Meeting  |  19-20 February 2013 in Moscow, Russia

at this meeting, the ieF was invited to provide an update on JoDi, and the group’s conversations 

focused on an exchange of ideas related to making energy and commodity markets more transparent, 

and potentially more predictable. The discussants agreed that JoDi is a powerful tool to improve 

transparency, and found consensus on the need to increase participation in JoDi and to support its 

expansion to cover gas. an absence of annual revised data was highlighted as one of JoDi’s key 

deficiencies. 

The group’s discussion identified a range of different possibilities, and emphasised three main avenues 

for further work:

•	 ensure that the way data are presented takes into account the needs of market participants. To achieve 
this, dialogue with market players, academia and governments should be deepened;

•	 increase the focus on data comparability and gaps in current market information, drawing on feedback 
from market participants to identify any additional information that might make a tangible difference for 
market transparency;

•	 ensure that any potential forward-looking work fully recognises the practical challenges of the forecasting 
process, and takes into account the risks of initially over-promising only to under-deliver.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Joint IEA-IEF-OpEC paper Entitled “practical Recommendations for 
Increasing Transparency in International Gas and Coal Markets” | presented 
to G20 Finance Ministers in May 2013

in June 2012, the iea, ieF and opec responded to a request from the g20 Finance ministers to 

continue work on gas and coal market transparency. They jointly submitted a report entitled “increasing 

Transparency in international gas and coal markets”, which provided recommendations to the g20 

Finance ministers on several fronts. regarding gas markets, the June 2012 report emphasised the 

importance of the JoDi-gas database as a step towards reducing uncertainty, improving predictability, 

facilitating project planning and enhancing market transparency. 
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 The communiqué from the meeting of g20 Finance ministers and central bank governors held on 5 

november 2012 in mexico city welcomed the report and asked the three international organisations to 

propose practical steps by mid-2013 that g20 countries could take to implement them, which prompted 

the preparation of the may 2013 report. The practical recommendations in the may 2013 report focus 

on improvements to the JoDi-gas database, in light of the fact that the international organisations 

consider data availability to be one of the cornerstones of a more transparent and better functioning gas 

market. specific recommendations regarding JoDi-gas are as follows:

•	 participation: increase the number of countries and economies participating in JoDi-gas, as greater 
participation will position JoDi-gas as a leading platform for natural gas data and will contribute toward 
gas market transparency;

•	 Data: improve the timeliness, coverage and sustainability of submitted data, which could be advanced 
through the creation of a similar evaluation system to the one utilised in JoDi-oil;

•	 capacity building: Focus on training statisticians who submit JoDi-gas data, and work to garner financial 
support for capacity building initiatives;

•	 user Feedback: ensure that users of JoDi-gas are encouraged to provide feedback on the quality of the 
database;

•	 political support: work to ensure that top-level political support for JoDi-gas, and more broadly data 
transparency, reaches the front-line actors working to collect and analyse JoDi data. 

in addition, the three international organisations that authored the report noted that they were 
“open to considering the extension of JoDi to cover coal data if provided with the necessary 
resources”. 

3.3 G20 Energy Sustainability Working Group (ESWG) Outreach Seminar on 
Transparency in Commodity Markets | 28 May 2013 in Geneva, Switzerland

as part of the eswg’s outreach activities, the swiss Federal Department of Finance hosted an expert 

outreach seminar that was chaired by the russian co-chair of the eswg and co-facilitated by the 

French Treasury. The roughly 55 participants included g20 government officials from ministries of Finance 

and energy, representatives from banks, commodity trading firms, and international organisations 

(including the ieF). among other topics, seminar participants discussed JoDi’s relevance and potential 

for development.

The seminar discussants concurred that the timeliness, sustainability and completeness of JoDi-oil data 

play a key role in ensuring the reliability and relevance of the JoDi database. given the importance that 

front-line actors (statisticians) play in collecting and disseminating JoDi data, and given the challenges 

that many of them face (ranging from inadequate training to insufficient information technology resources 

available), it is also important that top-level political support for JoDi translates in the provision of the 

necessary resources. Those necessary resources will help improve the commitment to JoDi at the 

statistician level, which will in turn help to improve the reliability of JoDi data. 
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The public launch of JoDi-gas by the end of 2013 was confirmed, consistent with the g20 mandate. 

Two remaining milestones stand out from the rest: the need to harmonise definitions and data (which is 

to a large extent being addressed through the preparation of the JoDi-gas manual, a process being led 

by the united nations statistics Division), and the expansion of the number of countries and economies 

participating in JoDi-gas (which currently stands at around 80% of global gas supply and demand, 

similar to the level of participation in JoDi-oil when it was launched).

some industry executives mentioned that they were not familiar with JoDi, but they presumed that 

analysts within their organisations were likely JoDi users. This discussion point raised the question 

of whether or not access to JoDi data was as widely-available as possible. Though JoDi data are 

free to download from the JoDi website, many market actors access data through platforms such as 

bloomberg and Thomson reuters, where JoDi data are currently not yet available. making JoDi data 

available through such platforms would undoubtedly expand JoDi’s reach.

participants noted the importance of revised oil data, and commented specifically on JoDi-oil, as some 

submitting countries never make revisions while others make numerous revisions. both practices create 

concerns for market actors, who would like to better understand the process of revising JoDi data. not 

all countries submit revised data. a pledge by g20 members to submit aggregated and revised data to 

JoDi once a year would help to fill in gaps in the JoDi database, making JoDi more relevant for analysts 

when they are making forecasts. 

4. JODI DATAbASE IMpROVEMENTS

Though more than one valued ieF stakeholder has openly embraced the notion that “JoDi is not a 

database, JoDi is a commitment”, the ieF must nevertheless ensure that the necessary information 

technology resources are in place to keep the JoDi database operational. on that note, the ieF made a 

number of database enhancements during the first half of 2013:

•	 JoDi-oil update procedure: The ieF secretariat recently implemented a new JoDi-oil data update 
procedure, streamlining the process and reducing the update time from four and one-half hours to two 
hours. This shorter run-time will allow the ieF to update the database more frequently, as additional data 
submissions come in;

•	 JoDi-gas update procedure: The ieF implemented an additional JoDi-gas world Database update 
procedure to accommodate data submissions from some participating countries that currently send the 
questionnaire directly to the ieF;

•	 alert Function: The ieF enriched the JoDi-oil database update alert function with the latest news on 
the database, such as the inclusion of major data revisions, the addition of new reporting countries and 
economies, and updates to country notes. This functionality improves communication with JoDi data 
users and helps draw their attention to recent developments;

•	 country notes: Together with the JoDi partners, the ieF is working to harmonise the country notes 
format. The Fourth JoDi-oil user survey confirmed the interest many JoDi users have in reviewing the 
country notes, which help to highlight possible definitional differences in the JoDi data. 
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5. WHAT’S AHEAD DURING THE SECOND HAlF OF 2013

The first half of 2013 was busy indeed, and the trend is expected to continue through the rest of the 

year:

•	 The ieF will continue working on revamping the JoDi-oil monthly report, which should be launched 
before year-end;

•	 The JoDi-oil website will receive an overhaul, and work on an interactive JoDi Forum that would enable 
market actors to engage with JoDi experts will continue; 

•	 The JoDi-gas manual is on track to be finalised, and the team of JoDi partners that will assess the gas 
data is already taking shape. 

•	 expect the launch of the JoDi-gas website prior to the opening of the JoDi-gas database;

•	 a regional oil and gas capacity-building workshop in asia is already in the works for the final quarter of 
the year;

•	 The iea, ieF and opec are currently sorting out the planning details related to the second iea-ieF-
opec symposium on gas and coal market outlooks, which will be held at iea headquarters in paris.
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pledge signed by representatives from olade, its member 
countries, and the ieF During the ieF-olade workshop.

30 april - 1 may 2013
Quito, ecuador


